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Bark!  Bark!  Bark!  It's three o'clock on a gloomy, brisk morning and your eardrums are 

pounding.  Your dog will just not go to sleep!  Miserably you get up to check what is going on.  Your dog 

is panting next to the door thumping its fury feet against the ground and barking as loud as a blow horn!  

You finally open the door and he sprints out as fast as he can into the dark night to go to the bathroom.  

As the nippy wined blows through your hair you think to your self, I should have gotten a cat.  Cats make 

much better pets than dogs.  This is true because they are more calm, less work, and more rewarding.  

Obviously cats make better pets than dogs. 

To begin with, cats are very calm.  This is a huge benefit for several reasons.  First of all, you can 

get a tremendous amount of more sleep, and I could always use some more sleep.  Dogs are barking all 

the time and it really gets on my nerves when its late at night and I want to go to sleep.  Cats are calm 

and because of it they are quite and will not bother you, unlike dogs.  Another reason is cats can save 

you money.  This can happen because dogs are always so hyper and are nocking things over and braking 

them.  Cats are calm so they don't brake many things. This saves you money because you will have to 

replace less things with your own money.  The last reason cats being more calm than dogs is a benefit is 

because when dogs are hyper they tend to jump on you a lot and you could get you heart.  Cats are calm 

and want jump on you so you will be more safe with a cat than a dog.  Some people think being 

energetic is a good thing for pets but now you now its not.  That’s why I think cats being calmer than 

dog's is a huge benefit. 

Also, cat's are less work than dogs.  This is an obviously advantage for cats because who wants 

to do more work than they already have to do.  One reason cats are less work than dogs Is because you 

have to by a cage for dogs so they don't brake things all over the house.  With cats you do not need to 

by them a cage at all because they can roam the house and not brake anything.  Some people may say 

that not all dogs need cages.  Though absolutely no cats need cages.  Another example of why cats are 

less work than dogs is you always have to take your dog on walks every day.  You do not need to waste 

your time taking cats on walks because they can get all the exercise they need in the house without 

braking anything.  The last reason cats are less work than dogs is because every once and a wile a dog 

will need to go to the bathroom and no matter what the time is you will have to take them outside.  A 

trained cat will just go in the litter box without you having to do a thing.  You don't need to take them 

outside at all.  That is why cats being less work than dogs is a huge advantage. 

Lastly, cats are more rewarding than dogs.  This is definitely true in many circumstances.  One 

way they are more rewarding is they are better cuddlers.  This is true because dogs are always slobber 

all over you when you cuddle with them and I think nothing is more disgusting than that.  Some people 

may say that cats bite and scratch.  Though it is probably because you did not train them correctly, so its 

not their fault.   Cats never slobber and are nice to cuddle with because of it.  A second reason why cats 

are more rewarding than dogs is because they more interesting to watch.  This is true because dogs do 

not have all of the cool features and skills that cat's have.  An example is cats can jump significantly 

higher than dog and it is vary interesting  to watch them leap huge lengths.  Another example is since 

they have much leaner backs than dogs it is interesting to watch them squeeze through tight spaces.  



The final reason cats are more rewarding than dogs is because in general dogs almost like everyone, but 

cats are a little bit more picky about who they like, so if a cat likes you it makes you feel special.  That’s 

why cats are more rewarding than dogs. 

In conclusion, it is crystal clear that cats make better pets than dogs.  This is true because they 

are less hyper, less work, and more rewarding.  No more waking up at three o'clock in the morning to 

check on your dog because your going to go out and get your self a cat, the 100% best pet in the world.                


